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Law of Journalism and Mass Communication, Fourth Edition offers a clear and engaging
introduction to media law. Authors Robert Trager, Joseph Russomanno, Susan Dente Ross, and
Amy Reynolds present comprehensive coverage and analysis of th

About the AuthorRobert Trager, University of Colorado - Boulder Robert Trager is founding editor
of Communication Law and Policy, published by the law division of the Association for Education
in Journalism and Mass Communication. He teaches and conducts research in
telecommunication policy and regulation, mass media law, and freedom of expression. Trager is
also the associate dean for graduate studies. He joined the faculty after serving as associate
counsel for the country's second largest cable company and practicing communication law in
Washington, D.C. He is also the author or co-author of many books, book chapters, journal and
law review articles, and scholarly papers. Before earning his J.D. from Stanford Law School,
Professor Trager was associate professor and head of graduate studies at the School of
Journalism at Southern Illinois University, Carbondale. He also holds a Bachelor's degree in
journalism from San Francisco State College and Master's and Ph.D. degrees in mass
communication from the University of Minnesota.
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Ebook Library Reader, “You don't even need to be a lawyer to understand this book. I liked this
textbook a lot - and I hate reading and textbooks. It was easy to follow and understand. The
content is updated enough where they tie in current events as recent as the 2016 election.
There's also a good range of material that concerns everyday citizens and student journalists out
there. Of course, let's not forget the communications/PR fellas. It was just an overall user-friendly
book compared to the lame-old law books with cases and a bunch of courtroom jargon. This
really helped me understand laws that apply to me as a journalist and I learned so much from it!”

Nahomie, “American law. Interesting book that can help someone makes a correlation between
the law and journalism.”

Jason P Tracey, “Great Textbook. Great book and lots of information! You'll enjoy it and learning”

Nick Girard, “Great examples of media ethics and law. Good for semester work.. Informative,
dense but full legal examples, study terms are in blue or large titles of sections.Good layout.”

Jonathan R. Garcia, “Five Stars. Great product.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Its a textbook. Seriously, It's a textbook...”

Scott Johnson, “Five Stars. well written and up to date”

The book by Steve Bogira has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 30 people have provided feedback.
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